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Customer story 

The smart choice: 
Smartsheet pairs 
Greenhouse with 
their HCM system 
for a best-of-breed 
enterprise recruiting 
solution

As Smartsheet grows in users, revenue  
and employees, Greenhouse continues  
to best solve all their hiring needs



The challenge

Wanting to move to an all-in-one HCM solution 
meant Smartsheet would have to sacrifice the 
Greenhouse functionality that enabled their 
ability to practice candidate courtship and 
maintain structured hiring

 
Greenhouse solution
HRIS Link and a strong partnership with 
Greenhouse enabled the Smartsheet talent 
leadership team to make the case for a best-of-
breed integration between Greenhouse and their 
HCM of choice
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Background
A company that knows a lot about scale firsthand is Smartsheet, 

a platform for dynamic work. Their collaboration software provides 

businesses with solutions to create team efficiency and effectiveness 

at scale. And since 2017, Smartsheet has tripled their global headcount 

to more than 1,600 employees, acquired multiple companies and 

dramatically grown in both users and revenue. 

As Smartsheet has expanded, the importance of maintaining velocity 

and quality has been paramount to their team’s overall success, 

especially for recruiting. Jen Stoural, Smartsheet’s Head of Talent 

Acquisition, has been with the company since 2016, when they 

employed around 300 people. Jen built an internal team to run the 

full cycle of hiring and chose Greenhouse as their recruiting software 

partner. With Greenhouse, they were able to build their ideal talent 

acquisition foundation with emphasis on centralization, feedback, 

compliance and ease of use. 

The team focused on “candidate courtship,” their term for creating 

an amazing experience for every candidate by building trust and 

personalized touchpoints. Concepts like structured hiring, candidate 

experience and feedback loops created accountability across teams 

and efficient processes that allowed Smartsheet to hire quickly – 

with optimum quality.

The challenge

All in one vs best of breed

In 2020, as Jen and her team were gearing up to manage the pivots 

that COVID-19 required, including remote hiring and interviewing, 

the HR team began to explore potential “all-in-one” human capital 

management (HCM) systems so they could have a single place to 

take care of all human resources needs. They decided to trial Workday 

2005
company founded
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offices in Washington, 
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Edinburgh and Sydney

1,600+
employees

80,000
companies use 

Smartsheet in 

190 countries

Fast facts
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– an HCM system with a recruiting component, Workday Recruiting – 

because of their promise to manage the full talent acquisition 

lifecycle at a lower cost. Yet the promise of an all-in-one system 

meant sacrificing the functionality that enabled their ability to 

practice candidate courtship and maintain structured hiring.

The challenge’s impact on business goals

As Jen and her team spent time exploring Workday and Workday 

Recruiting, they immediately knew that the “end-to-end” tool 

was anything but: implementing Workday Recruiting meant they 

would need to hire four additional people and install multiple 

supplemental tools to do work that was already happening 

seamlessly through Greenhouse. Key parts of the recruiting 

process like candidate communications, scheduling and hiring 

manager communications would have to happen outside of 

the recruiting tool, leading to potential compliance issues 

and hurting the quality and speed of Smartsheet’s recruiting 

process. If they moved over to Workday’s all-in-one, instead 

of focusing on high-touch, highly engaging and meaningful 

candidate courtship, they would be merely filling positions. 

Moving to another tool also put the recruiting team’s morale 

at stake. What previously took only one click in Greenhouse 

would now take multiple steps (25, to be exact) across Workday 

Recruiting. Given their hiring goal of more than 800 people 

in 2021, Jen knew that “velocity is everything” and they had 

to be “flawless with execution, which wouldn’t be possible without 

Greenhouse.”

Greenhouse solution provides enterprise 
recruiting excellence

Evaluating Workday’s offering, Jen weighed the hefty uptick in cost 

for their offering (almost 3x as much as Greenhouse) and noted a 

clear downgrade in value. She did not see a solution that prioritized 
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candidates, hiring managers and her team. When Jen talked to Tara 

Tymann, her Greenhouse sales partner, she learned about a “best of 

both worlds” solution: HRIS Link, a seamless technical integration 

from Greenhouse to other HRIS platforms. HRIS Link addressed the 

Smartsheet team’s concerns around cost, speed and quality and 

their need for a focus on a high-quality candidate experience, so no 

sacrifices would need to be made. 

HRIS Link would allow Jen to continue using Greenhouse for 

Smartsheet’s optimal hiring process while still letting the HR team 

move forward with Workday for their broader needs. Greenhouse’s 

built-out integration meant minimal downtime to get the systems 

working together and maximum impact on their hiring velocity. 

The integration also ensured data passed easily and correctly 

between the two systems, meaning no lost candidate or position 

information. 

“Velocity is everything and we have to be 
flawless with execution, which wouldn’t 
be possible without Greenhouse.”

Jen Stoural
Head of Talent Acquisition at Smartsheet
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Communicating the positive impact on business 
to senior leadership

Jen partnered with her manager, Megan Hansen, Smartsheet’s Chief 

People and Culture Officer, to strategize on the best path forward. They 

knew that moving away from Greenhouse would impact teams across 

the business, beyond just talent acquisition. Together, they presented 

a case to their senior leadership team to showcase the components 

of the hiring process that would suffer by making the change to 

Workday – budgets, compliance, candidate courtship, hiring manager 

experience, team communication, etc. – and how they could avoid 

that with HRIS Link. They also showed how renewing with Greenhouse 

would allow them to save money, time and resources while ensuring 

data integrity. Once they understood how the entire organization would 

benefit, the Smartsheet leadership team unanimously agreed to renew 

with Greenhouse.

The future of recruiting at Smartsheet

With the right tools in place, Jen is now able to respond to the 

business needs for hiring as well as plug into Smartsheet’s HCM 

platform with complete data integrity. Jen and her team, in partnership 

with Greenhouse, are continuously ready to tackle their hiring targets 

– whether it’s the 800 set out for 2021 or 8,000 in the future – at the 

pace, quality and scale that Smartsheet needs to reach their ambitious 

enterprise business goals. 
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Greenhouse is the hiring software company. 

We help businesses become great at hiring 

through our powerful hiring approach, complete 

suite of software and services, and large partner 

ecosystem – so businesses can hire for what’s next. 

To learn more, visit

greenhouse.io

Greenhouse is the leading hiring software company. 

More than an ATS, we help businesses be great at  

hiring through our powerful philosophy, complete 

suite of software and services, and large partner 

ecosystem – so businesses can hire for what’s next.

To learn more, visit

greenhouse.io


